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Abstract. Removal of intrinsic brain tumors is a delicate process, where a high degree of specificity is required to remove all of the tumor tissue without damaging healthy brain. The accuracy of this process can be greatly enhanced by intraoperative guidance. Optical biopsies using Raman spectroscopy are a minimally invasive and lower-cost alternative to current guidance methods. A miniature Raman probe for performing optical biopsies of human brain tissue is presented. The probe allows sampling inside a conventional stereotactic brain biopsy system: a needle of length 200 mm and inner diameter of 1.8 mm. By employing a miniature standoff Raman design, the probe removes the need for any additional components to be inserted into the brain. Additionally, the probe achieves a very low internal silica background while maintaining good collection of Raman signal. To illustrate this, the probe is compared with a Raman probe that uses a pair of optical fibers for collection. The miniature stand-off Raman probe is shown to collect a comparable number of Raman scattered photons, but the Raman signal to background ratio is improved by a factor of five at Raman shifts below ~500 cm\(^{-1}\). The probe’s suitability for use on tissue is demonstrated by discriminating between different types of healthy porcine brain tissue.
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1 Introduction

Removal of intrinsic brain tumors, particularly gliomas, is a challenging process, and requires careful consideration to selectively and completely remove tumor tissue, thus improving outcomes without damage to healthy brain.\(^1\) Surgical guidance is currently assisted by a variety of imaging techniques, such as pre- or intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), intraoperative ultrasound, 5-aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA) fluorescent imaging,\(^2\) and reflectance spectroscopy,\(^3\) many of which have been shown to improve patient prognosis\(^4,5\) by ensuring maximal resection of radio-surgically identified tumor. Optical biopsies using Raman spectroscopy have been demonstrated to be a less invasive and potentially more effective alternative to traditional biopsy for a number of different applications,\(^6-8\) and potentially offer a reliable and lower cost method of identifying residual tumor intraoperatively, as well as defining apparent tumor edges.\(^9\) This is especially relevant to glial tumors in which edges are invasive and indistinct. In addition, an alternative to traditional biopsy is particularly important for pontine tumors due to their location in the brain stem, where any removal of tissue carries a risk of irreversible damage to the patient.

To perform “optical biopsies” \textit{in vivo}, small Raman spectroscopy probes are typically required to efficiently collect a spectrum \textit{in situ}. A variety of such probes for different applications have been constructed, and shown to be effective in providing spectra information of clinical value.\(^10-19\)

Optical fibers are an efficient method of guiding light where physical dimensions are constrained; for this reason, the majority of compact Raman probes employ fibers to carry the laser light to the sample and the Raman scattered photons back to the spectrometer. However, these fibers impart a background Raman spectrum of silica onto the spectrum of the sample, and hence Raman background caused by silica is an issue that affects most Raman probes.\(^20\) This silica background is shown in Fig. 1. The silica background is present at all Raman shifts, but is particularly prevalent at low wavenumbers. While background subtraction can be performed after collection of the spectra, this masks the problem rather than truly removing it, and care must be used in its application to prevent artefacts that confound statistical analysis occurring on the spectra. Additionally, as the total number of background counts is increased for a given amount of Raman signal, the shot noise is also increased, leading to a reduced signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This problem can be avoided by restricting analysis to higher wavenumber regions (above 800 cm\(^{-1}\)),\(^21,22\) away from the silica fluorescence, but this risks losing some valuable chemical information at lower wavenumbers. Brain tissue in particular contains peaks potentially useful for classification at Raman shifts of 400 cm\(^{-1}\),\(^23\) and possibly lower.

There are a number of techniques that can be used to reduce the background in a probe while still meeting the requirements for small dimensions. Some groups have used hollow-core waveguides to reduce the silica signal,\(^24,25\) but as these use a metal coating to guide the light rather than total internal reflection with an associated attenuation of the signal, resulting in long (>100 s) acquisition times.
Hollow-cored photonic crystal fibers (PCF) have been used\textsuperscript{26,27} to replace the excitation and collection fibers, but these are expensive and difficult to work with due to small core diameters and limitations of the range of wavelengths they will accept.

In this paper, we demonstrate a miniature Raman probe design that uses an alternative approach: reducing the background by avoiding the use of fibers in the main section of the probe altogether, thus reducing the internal Raman background but also eliminating the need for additional components to be inserted into the brain.

2 Design and Construction

The probe is designed to collect Raman scattered light from within a standard stereotactic brain biopsy needle (AD-TECH medical). A picture of the assembled probe is shown in Fig. 2. The stereotactic needle is 200-mm long and 2-mm diameter.

The optical configuration of the probe is shown in Fig. 3. The probe employs a miniaturized version of “standoff” Raman probe, replacing the optical fibers with a collimated beam to direct the light down the biopsy needle. It uses a single- or few-mode fiber connected to an aspheric lens (Thor Labs model C430TME-B) for collimation of the excitation laser. This serves to reduce divergence within the probe length, and produce the desired 1.8-mm spot at the sample.

Throughput of a probe is defined largely by its optical geometry, or etendue. This is a measure of the total light flux that can pass through an optical system. Etendue is conserved in any optical system, so the element of the design with the smallest etendue limits the overall light throughput; for this probe, this is the hollow needle section, and for many other probes, it is the optical fibers.

The etendue ($G$) captures this total flux by summing the total area ($A$) and range of solid angles ($\theta$) that light can pass through in an optical system.

This is represented below. The elemental etendue ($d^2G$) of a system is the product of the elements of area ($dA$) and ($d\theta$).

The total etendue is found by integrating this over all angles and area:\textsuperscript{28}

\[
d^2G = dAd\theta. \tag{1}
\]
For a conical beam of light area $S$ bounded by angle $\theta$, this becomes

$$G = \pi S \sin^2 \theta.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

For an optical fiber, the small angle approximation can be used [for small numerical apertures (NA)] to simplify the expression to

$$G = \pi A(NA)^2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where NA is the numerical aperture of the fiber and $A$ is the area of the fiber core.

For the tube in the miniature standoff probe, we must find the amount of light that can pass from one end of the tube to the other. To collect light from an uncoated tube as used in a biopsy needle, there is a negligible component from reflections on the tube walls (waveguiding). In this case, the geometric etendue ($G$) is found by the “view factor” from a disk of area $A$ representing the entrance of the tube, to another identical disk at the other end. This is expressed as follows:\textsuperscript{29}

$$G = \pi A F_{1\rightarrow2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $F_{1\rightarrow2}$ is the view factor between the ends of the needle. This is represented as

$$F_{1\rightarrow2} = 1 + \frac{1 - \sqrt{4r^2 + 1}}{2r^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where

$$r = \frac{d}{2l}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $d$ is the diameter of the needle and $l$ is the length of the needle.

---

**Fig. 4** Raman spectra of the miniature standoff probe and comparable needle probe. Sample laser power was 20 mW, and collection time 30 s. Spectra scaled by Raman peak at 385 cm$^{-1}$ and smoothed with Savitsky–Golay noise filter. The miniature standoff probe has significantly lower background at low wavenumbers than either of the other Raman probes, despite comparable desired Raman signal collection performance. A spectrum from a BAC101 (B&Wtek, Inc.) handheld Raman probe, and a Raman microscope (RM1000, Renishaw Plc.) are also included for reference.

**Fig. 5** Raman spectra of porcine brain tissue (60 s, 20 mW, background subtracted). Spectra are offset for illustrative purposes. Clear differences can be seen between the tissue types across the spectral range.
Example numerical etendues for common fiber diameters and the miniature standoff probe are shown in Table 1. Thus by using the full area of the tip, the total light throughput (etendue) is comparable to a 40-μm fiber of NA 0.2, despite the reduced numerical aperture of 0.005. The design thus has the advantage of employing no optics at the distal end; the only component at the tip is the steel biopsy needle, which is already approved for medical use. There is an overall light throughput penalty compared to a fiber-based probe in a similar package (equipped with 200-μm fibers), however, the reduced unwanted Raman background results in a similar SNR to a comparable needle probe (Table 2).

The probe operates at an excitation wavelength of 830 nm to minimize the sample fluorescence. A dichroic beamsplitter (Semrock, Inc. model LPD01-830RU-25) is used to reflect the laser light down the needle, but allow the longer Raman wavelengths to return toward the spectrometer. An additional long wavelength pass filter (Semrock, Inc. model LPD02-830RU-25) further removes unwanted elastically scattered light from the Raman signal before the collected light is passed into another lens (Thor Labs model F220FC-780), which focuses light into a 100-μm diameter fiber. A laser cleanup filter is (Semrock, Inc. model LL01-830-12.5) also fitted after the laser collimator.

The probe is attached to a Raman explorer spectrometer (Headwall Photonics) and iDus 420BR-DD (Andor Technology) camera controlled with Solis software (Andor Technology).

3 Testing and Results

3.1 Polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon)

The probe was tested using a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) reference sample, and compared to a fiber-based needle probe. Fiber background is sample dependent, with reflective samples causing more laser radiation to return into the probe and hence generate significantly more internal Raman background than transmissive (e.g., liquid) samples. PTFE was chosen in this case as it represents a compromise between these two extremes. The needle probe is constructed from low-OH silica fibers of numerical aperture 0.22- and 200-μm diameter. Full details of this probe are described by Day and Stone.30 Both probes were connected to the same Raman explorer spectrometer (Headwall Photonics) and iDus 420BR-DD (Andor Technology) camera, via a 1.5-m fiber patch cable. As this patch cable is behind the dichroic filters, it has negligible impact on the internal silica Raman signal generated within the probes. Laser power at the sample was identical between probes (20 mW, 830 nm at the sample), and acquisition time was set to 30 s for both probes.

Figure 4 shows a PTFE spectrum taken with the miniature standoff Raman probe, a fiber-based needle probe of the same length (20 cm), as well as reference spectrum acquired using

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Etendue (m² sr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mini standoff</td>
<td>0.161 x 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-μm fiber</td>
<td>0.157 x 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65-μm fiber</td>
<td>0.416 x 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105-μm fiber</td>
<td>1.09 x 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200-μm fiber (needle probe)</td>
<td>3.95 x 10⁻⁹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
a Renishaw RM1000 Raman microscope (∼5 mW, 633 nm, 10-s integration time, 5× objective). In addition, a spectrum from a commercially available Raman probe (BAC101, B&Wtek, Inc.) is included for reference, although this probe is a much larger handheld Raman probe and would be unsuitable for this application. The spectra are scaled by the principal peak at 385 cm\(^{-1}\), which represents the collection performance of desired Raman signal from the sample for each of the probes. The background from the silica of the fiber causes significant additional background at low wavenumbers in the needle probe and the commercial BAC101 probe. In contrast, the miniature standoff Raman probe has a relatively flat background. Peak to background between the needle probe and miniature standoff probe is improved by a factor of five at 385 cm\(^{-1}\). The SNR, calculated from the ratio of the height of the 385 cm\(^{-1}\) peak to the standard deviation of the baseline at 1400 cm\(^{-1}\), is similar between the two probes (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Peak/background</th>
<th>Peak/noise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mini standoff</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle probe</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>31.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While this tradeoff will not be advantageous in all applications, this design offers another option for probe designers in applications where silica background is problematic, or where it is necessary to collect signal from within a needle without optical components at the tip. Additionally, the large spot size at the tip results in a low power density reducing the potential for harm to tissue. Flexibility is not a requirement for use with a stereotactic brain biopsy system, and the miniature standoff design is not flexible as a result; this could be a disadvantage in other applications. The lack of silica fibers greatly increases the medical compatibility of the probe, requiring no additional components to be inserted into the patient. The probe was compared to a silica fiber-based needle probe of similar dimensions, and shown to have similar signal-to-noise performance but much lower background at low wavenumbers, which allows features below 600 cm\(^{-1}\) to be more readily investigated. The suitability of the probe for classification of brain tissue was also demonstrated using porcine tissue. It is anticipated that the probe will be used in the future for optical biopsy of human brain tissue for identification of brain tumor tissue.
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